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1. Introduction
Nearing a century since its inception, quantum mechanics
is as lively as ever. Its signature manifestations, such
as superposition, wave-particle duality, uncertainty
principle, entanglement and non-locality were long
confronted as weird predictions of an incomplete theory,
paradoxes only suitable for philosophical discussions, or
mere mathematical artefacts with no counterpart in the
physical reality [1,2]. Nevertheless, decades of progress
in the experimental verification and control of quantum
systems have routinely proven detractors wrong [3–7].
Whereas there remains little doubt that quantum
mechanics works and is one of the most accurate theories
ever conceived to describe our universe, in particular at
subatomic scales, considerable debate, however, remains
on the interpretation of its elusive foundations [8].
Far from being deterred by Feynman’s safe assumption
that ‘nobody understands quantum mechanics’, the
international community has hence worked relentlessly
to shed light on the physical meaning of fundamental
quantum principles and to push the boundaries of
the quantum description of the world. Such an
effort, undoubtedly driven by curiosity at its raw
roots, has also had a number of important paybacks.
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On the one hand, this investigation has led to the creation of new fields of knowledge, like
quantum information theory [9] and more recently quantum thermodynamics [10], as well as
the development of novel mathematical and computational tools applicable to other domains,
including condensed matter physics, statistical mechanics and cosmology [11]. On the other hand,
research in quantum science is achieving a very concrete impact, as the improved understanding
of the resource power of quantum phenomena [12,13] has triggered a technological overhaul that
is rivalling the three major industrial revolutions of the last century [14].
The exciting prospects of superfast quantum computers, unbreakable quantum cryptography
and ultrasensitive quantum sensors have captured the fascination of the general public, also
thanks to the recent involvement of technology giants such as Google, IBM and Microsoft, who
are striving to embrace the challenge to make quantum technology a household commodity
in the near future [15]. It is, therefore, a very timely occasion to look back at the conceptual
progress accomplished in understanding quantum mechanics in the past few decades, while
acknowledging the transformative impact its modern applications are having on society. At the
same time, it is even more intriguing to reflect on the most fundamental questions which remain
wide open on the foundations of quantum theory, and wonder which blueprints for even more
disruptive technologies could come along with addressing them.
This issue follows from a dedicated Scientific Discussion Meeting1 where these fascinating
topics have been explored, giving rise to stimulating debates among speakers and audience.
The present issue thus aims at conveying the spirit of those discussions, inviting interested
readers on a wild ride from quantum foundations to applications and back [16]. Setting off
from a foray into the often conflicting interpretations of quantum theory [17,18], the issue
ventures into advances on the physical meaning of still puzzling phenomena, including quantum
measurement [19], quantum randomness [20], (non)locality [21,22], particle indistinguishability
[23], causality [24] and the nature of time [25]. The journey reaches up to the frontiers of the
quantum world, by exploring the interplay of quantum mechanics with black-hole physics [26]
and with thermodynamics [27], also investigating the emergence of the familiar classical world
via quantum principles [28]. The peaks of quantum technology are then grazed with recent
progress on topological quantum computing [29] and prospects of a quantum internet [30], as
well as experimental advances in satellite-based quantum communication and verification of
basic laws of quantum theory [31].
These contributions, together with many others not covered in this issue, demonstrate how
far the multi-disciplinary community of quantum scientists and engineers has progressed in the
quest for delivering innovative technologies of global impact, and yet how much there is still to
discover on the very same groundwork on which our current description of the physical reality is
based. We hope this issue may motivate future generations to delve even further into the quirky
fabric of the quantum realm and keep the discussion on its foundations alive and healthy. The
more we make sense of core quantum features, the better uses we can make of them to benefit
society at large. The next revolution may be just a quantum bit away.
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